Term 6 Newsletter
As we celebrate the end of another year, I would like to say a huge ‘Thank you’ to all
parents and staff who have supported pupils so well this year under really challenging
circumstances. It’s sad to say farewell to the staff and pupils who are leaving us and
we wish them all the best in their new schools This year our teams are saying a sad
goodbye to Ms Dowsing, Ms Waithe and Destiny.. Finally, I’d like to wish you all a fun,
safe and restful holiday!
Ms Morrison

The Leap
What an eventful term it has been!
Everyone is very excited for their Summer break – and rightfully so after a whole year
of learning. Battling heat waves and heartfelt goodbyes, our pupils have shown
incredible resilience and perseverance throughout this whole term.
We have recently started our Art Lessons and they have been a big success. Our
students are learning about Colour Theory, famous artists and important artistic
movements; with lots of hands-on experience and some much welcome fun!

Another cool highlight from this term are
our sessions of Extreme Reading. Since
the weather has been quite warm lately,
sitting inside to read can be a bit difficult.
Therefore, we have tried new ways of
engaging our pupils with their reading
(while getting some much-needed fresh
air!).

Brentry Bulletin
The summer term is always a good excuse to get our of school on some extracurricular activities and this year has been no exception – Our first trip was to Wild
Place where we got to see the bears, wolves and Meerkats. Everyone enjoyed the
death slides at Cattle Country and Puxton Park and walking through the sands at Brean
Beach.

Even though we’re approaching the end of the year we’ve still been doing quite a bit
in lessons. We’ve taken part in the #SeeMe art project and got the opportunity to
learn to spray paint and have since used those skills to do a 2022 mural at the back
of the school.

In Art lessons we’ve done some excellent work on the theme of nature with students
using paint, ink and block printing. The last term of the year has seen our pupils
working on their submissions for the annual St. Matthias Story Writing Competition. It
has been a pleasure to see the dedication, focus and imagination poured into these
stories. At the time of writing, it is a close race with several excellent pieces being
considered for the grand prize!

Finally, everyone at Brentry would like to wish Ms Dowsing
the best as she moves to a new school in September. It has
been an absolute pleasure working with her for the last two
years and seeing her develop as a professional – She will be
very missed here and we know that she will be amazing in
her new role.

Fishponds Focus
It’s been a very busy 7 weeks at St Matthias in Fishponds during the summer term.
The term started with the last few weeks of the GCSE exams. It’s been a challenging
few years for year 11 students everywhere, having to cope with the nationwide Covid
disruption, as well as the usual exam stresses. I am pleased to say, our year 11
students’ attitude during the examinations was exemplary. They demonstrated a
maturity that we hope will see them successfully transition into their post 16
education.
Alongside exams and the usual lessons, there have been a wide range of activities
taking place. Read on to learn more.

Students at St Matthias made an incredible effort with the Learn@ Mat Story Writing
Competition. There were a lot of entries to choose from and the creativity and
imagination of our students has been wonderful to see.
Our winners: 1st Justin, 2nd Tegan, 3rd Kurtis, 4th Harvey.

At the start of the term we had graffiti artist, Frank Styles,
visiting to work with our students on an art project. It was
funded by the University of Sunderland. The aim of the
workshop was to encourage students to talk about their
experience of school through a range of art materials. Everyone
involved really enjoyed the day and the opportunity to express
themselves in a way that was new to most.

Achievement Awards Competition
Every year at St Matthias Fishponds, we have a
competition to design the invitation for
achievement day. The winning invite is sent to
parents and all the agencies and schools that we
work with throughout the year. As usual, there
were many good entries to choose from but sadly
there can only ever be one winner. This year, our
chosen invitation was designed by Adele.
Congratulations on an excellent design!

